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Abstract 
Transformations that are based on syntax directed 
rewriting systems can have a significant impact on the 
construction of high assurance systems. However, in 
order for a transformational approach to be useful to 
a particular problem domain, a (general) transforma- 
tion system must be adapted to the notat ion of that 
particular domain. A transformation syste:n that can 
be easily adapted to various domain notations has the 
potential of having a wide range of applicability. 

In this paper we &us why transformation is at- 
tractive fiom a high assurance perspective, as well 
as some issues surrounding automated transformation 
within spec& problem domains. We th2n give an 
overview of a language independent High Assurance 
Transformation System (HATS) that is being devel- 
oped at Sandia National Laboratories. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
It is recognized that partial “black box” testing, when 
applied to discontinuous systems, is less effective than 
when applied to continuous systems [7][1]. The rea- 
soning is that as the functionality of a system becomes 
more discontinuous, inferring the behavior of input el- 
ements that are not tested from “similar” input ele- 
ments that are tested becomes increasingly problem- 
atic. A well known statement reflecting this sentiment 
is: “Testing can only show the presence of errors, not 
their absence”. 

Given a black box testing environment, it can be 
argued that as a system becomes more corr.plex it also 
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becomes increasingly difficult to make meaningful in- 
ferences concerning portions of its input space that 
have not been explicitly tested. In turn, this implies 
that in order to obtain a given level of assurance, 
a complex system will need to be more extensively 
tested than a simple system. When high levels of as 
surance (e.g., less than lo-’ failures per operational 
hour) are required for complex (e.g., highly discon- 
tinuous) systems mlth large input spaces, traditional 
black box testing paradigms become ineffective [7][1]. 

1.2 Attaining High Assurance in Com- 
plex Software 

Today we are building systems of unprecedented com- 
plexity. In addition, technological advances are also 
dramatically increasing the rate at which complexity 
is growing. For example, planes are now being de- 
signed that are inherently unstable and require com- 
plex control functions in order to fly safely. To date, 
software systems are at the forefiont of technology’s 
need/demand for compldty. 

When developing a software system there are two 
general sources of error: (1) the initial set of require 
ments are incorrect, and (2) a correct set of require 
ments exist, but they are implemented incorrectly. 
Given this partitioning of error sources, let us con- 
sider black box testing of complex software for which 
we require a high degree of assurance. As we have al- 
ready mentioned, demonstrating high assurance of a 
complex (software) system will require the examina- 
tion of a very large number of test cases. Realistically, 
the only way that one could hope to examine large 
numbers of test cases is through automation. 

In order to automate testing, a formal (and 
computable) specification, often called a test oracle, 
is needed to determine (recognize) whether the in- 
put/output pairs generated by the testing process are 
“correct”.1 Therefore, in the context of high 8ssur- 

’It should be noted that if the test oracle is itself incorrect 
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ance, when comparing alternative approaches to black 
box testing we may assume that we are given a correct 
test oracle. This oracle can also serve as a, somewhat 
nonalgorithmic, formal specification which can be used 
as the basis for formal software development. 

Let SO denote such a formal specificat ion, S, de- 
note an implementation of that specificat .on, and C_ 
denote a correctness relation (which is transitive and 
reflexive). In theory then, if we can show that 

SO G Sn 

(automated) black box testing would not bt! necessary. 
That is, showing that the implementation 5, is correct 
with respect to the specification SO would, by defini- 
tion of correctness, correspond to exhaustive black box 
testing using the test oracle, So. Note that we might 
however, still want to perform testing to validate So. 

1.3 Formal Verification through Trans- 
format ion 

Showing that the relation So S, holds is more com- 
monly referred to as prvgmm verification, formal ver- 
ification, or simply verification In theory, verification 
works. In practice however, the calculations needed 
to directly show that the relation SO C S,, holds are 
most often overwhelming. Informally, the difficulties 
encountered here result from the fact that i i  large part 
of the verification process is concerned with implemen- 
tation details and how they interact to salve the de- 
sired problem. 

Due to the difficulties encountered in directly ver- 
lfying that a program satisfies a formal sFecification, 
a paradigm for obtaining programs from formal spec- 
ifications is being explored in which the giip between 
formal specifications and programs is bridged through 
a sequence of small “steps” or changes. These steps 
are traditionally called trunsfonnations, arid their ag- 
gregation is called a transformation sewerice. 

Through a transformation sequence one can trans- 
form a specification into an implementaticn via a se- 
quence of (hopefully small) transformations. This 
process yields a number of intermediate representa- 
tions of So. More specifically, if n transformation steps 
are performed then we will have the representations: 
So, SI, S2 ..., S,. Given two representations Si and Sj 
in this sequence, it will generally be the case that when 
i < j ,  Si will be a representation that “looks” a lit- 
tle more like the initial specification, SO, while S, will 
be a representation that “looks” a little m x e  like the 
final implementation, S,. 
then the value of orrtclolmsed testing is qiietitioliable t i t  betit. 

Intuitively, the motivation for having small trans- 
formations is that as Si and Si+l become increasingly 
similar to one another, Si C Si+l should become easier 
to demonstrate.2 

And finally, since E is transitive, we can calculate 
SO S,, by showing that 

Vi : 0 5 i < n ---f Si-1 5 Si 

holds. In this case, we say that the transformation 
sequence SO ---f S I  + & --t ... --.) S, is correctness 
preseruing. 

Under the right circumstances and with careful 
planning, calculating that a transformation sequence 
is correctness preserving is sign.&cantly easier (to the 
point of being practical) than a direct calculation of 
SO L S,. Thus, when handled properly, the approach 
to program verification offered by transformation can 
make a substantial contribution towards the construc- 
tion of high assurance software. For a nontrivial ex- 
ample demonstrating the benefits of a transformation- 
based approach to software construction see [SI. 

2 Non-procedural Transforma- 
tion 

Historically, transformations have been categorized as 
being either prucedural or schematic [5]. A distin- 
guishing feature of procedural transformation is that 
it tends to make use of global (contextual) informa- 
tion (e.g., flow analysis, consistency checks, and global 
cleanup operations). A standard implementation of a 
compiler is an example of a procedural transforma- 
tion system. In contrast, schematic transformations 
are syntax driven and focus on making local changes 
in a manner that has its foundations in “term rewrit- 
ing”. 

Recently, the notion of a “match” has become 
quite involved for many schematic transformation sys- 
tems. Because of this, we feel it is more appropriate to 
refer to these systems as non-procedural transforma- 
tion systems. For the remainder of this article, we will 
use the term transformation to denote non-procedural 
transformation 

When viewed externally, non-procedural transfor- 
mations are simply string substitutions. Their origins 
lie in directed equalities (i.e., rewrites that are applied 
in a left to right manner) and have the form: 

lief T = pattern replacement 
*Consider the case in the limit where we want to show that 

si E si. 



The semantics is as follows: If 7 is applied to a string, 
s, that “matches” (i.e., satisfies the property described 
in) the expression denoted by pattern, then the infor- 
mation gathered from the match (e.g., a substitution 
list) is used to instantiate the replacement term which 
is then substituted for s. 

Traditionally, the entire string of syml~ols that is 
being manipulated is referred to as a program [4] even 
though its relationship to an actual computer program 
might be very remote (e.g., a program might describe 
a non-computable function). We will refer to such pro- 
grams as target p r o p n z s  in order to distinguish them 
from programs belonging to other languages such as a 
transformation Language (see Section 2.2). 

Abstractly, there are two aspects of a non- 
procedural transformation: (1) determining whether 
a string satisfies a particular property (Le., a ‘’mat&‘ 
occurs), and (2) the control mechanism behind the 
transformation process (e.g., the order and frequency 
in which strings are examined and transformations a p  
plied). 

2.1 Matching 
In order to achieve general matching objectives, virtu- 
ally all transformation systems support the notion of 
a variable which can take on the value of elements be- 
longing to a particular domain. Because 01’ their wide 
range of applicability (i.e., its matching pzkential), a 
transformation pattern containing such variables is re- 
ferred to as a template or schema For the sake of clar- 
ity, we will refer to variables that occur in schemas as 
schema-variables. 

A distinguishing feature of non-proceciural trans- 
formation is that the matching process binds schema- 
variables to values and then uses these llindings to 
instantiate the replacement expression. 

Intimately tied in with the notion of schema- 
variables and domains is the notion of unification. It 
is worth noting that in the context of tramformation, 
d c a t i o n  often goes far beyond the traditional kind 
of d c a t i o n  (e.g., where a variable is umfied with a 
term). For an example of unification in a transforma- 
tional context see Section 4.2.1. 

2.2 Control 
How transformation sequences are describeti is also an- 
other fundamental aspect of a transformation system. 
At one end of the spectrum a user is required to inter- 
actively apply transformations to specific points in the 
target program. In such an approach, the transforma- 
tion sequence is constructed manually. At the other 

end of the spectrum transformation sequences are de- 
scribed in a special transformation language much in 
the same way that calculation sequences are described 
in a traditional programming language such as C or 
FORTRAN. We refer to such a formal description of a 
transformation sequence as a transformation program 

In summary, a transformation progmm takes a 
target p m p m  as its input, is executed by a trans- 
formation system, and produces a transformed target 
program as its output. 

2.2.1 The Pros and Cons of Manual and Au- 
tomated Control 

The advantage of a manual transformation system is 
that complex transformation sequences can be real- 
ized. A disadvantage however, is that the number 
of transformations that one can realistically expect a 
user to apply is limited (e.g., perhaps to thousands). 
Hence this approach does not scale very well. Another 
disadvantage is that manually applied transformation 
sequences (Le., those interactively constructed by the 
user) cannot readily be reused or applied to ‘‘similar’’ 
problems. 

The advantages and disadvantages of automatic 
application of transformation sequences are essentially 
the reverse of those that were given for manual trans- 
formation. That is, automatic transformation is (1) 
scalable, (2) reusable, and (3) not as flexible as a man- 
ual approach. 

3 Practical Issues 

3.1 High Assurance Transformation 
How does one demonstrate high assurance for an 
implementation (target) program that is obtained 
through transformation? As was mentioned in Sec- 
tion 1.3, this can be accomplished by presenting suf- 
ficiently convincing evidence that the transformation 
sequence, used to generate the implementation, is cor- 
rectness preserving, which in turn consists of showing 
the correctness of each individual transformation in 
the sequence. 

In practice, verifying the correctness of a single 
transformation requires (1) that there is a formal se- 
mantics for the target language, (2) that the transfor- 
mations themselves can be given a formal semantics 
(e.g., schema-variables, etc.) with respect to the se- 
mantics of the target language, and (3) that the de- 
sired correctness relation (e.g., ) can be axiomatized 
within this semantic framework. 



Given these requirements it should be dear that, 
a program that is transformed in such a miinner that 
it syntactically falls outside of the target language, 
will have an undefined semantics and cannot satisfy 
the correctness relation with respect to the semantic 
framework that has been constructed. Thus it is es- 

and the semantic levels. In effect, this creates a trans- 
formational compiler between the domain and wide- 
spectrumlanguage. 

Internal %presentation 
sential that transformations rewrite programs in such 
a way that the resulting programs remain syntactically 
within the target language. This presents somewhat 
of a conceptual problem when the objective of trans- 
formation sequence is to move a program from one 
level of abstraction (e.g., a high-level specification) to 
another (e.g., a compileable implementation). A stan- 
dard approach taken to address this problem is to cre- 
ate a wide-spectrum (target) language [3] [9] in which it 
is possible to express (within a single target program 
instance) constructs a t  various levels of ab: traction. 

3.2 Domain Specificity 
Ideally, one would like to start a transformation-based 
approach to software development within the prob- 
lem domain. This is based on the belief that the con- 
cepts, constructs, and notations of a domain language 
should be better suited to expressing, understanding, 
and reasoning about a problem indigenous to that d e  
main than some general purpose (possibly even com- 
puter oriented) language. It is at  this junctcre where a 
transformational approach to software development is 
faced with two serious challenges. The first; challenge 
is how does one reconcile the notion of a domain s p e  
cific language with the notion of a wide spectrum lan- 
guage? The second challenge is how, in practice, does 
a general purpose transformation system support the 
flexibility neceSSary to permit a domain specific phi- 
losophy? 

3.3 Domain Specific and Wide Spec- 
trum Languages 

In order for a transformational appro&. to work, 
there must exist a wide-spectrum language in some 
form. In order for a transformational approach to 
be practical, it must be able to adapt to a spe- 
cific domain language. Two general appr3aches ad- 
dress this dichotomy. In the first approach a (new) 
wide-spectrum language is constructed by merging 
the given domain language with the original wide 
spectrum language[3] [4]. 

The second approach, is to develop transforma- 
tional “definitions” (or axioms) that enab:.e two lan- 
guages (e.g., domain and wide-spectrum) to be linked 
together [SI. This can be done at both the syntactic 

When viewed internally, target programs are generally 
not represented as strings. Depending on the matches 
and manipulations (e.g., substitutions) a transforma- 
tion system permits or facilitates, target programs can 
be internally represented in a number of ways. For ex- 
ample, one transformation system might represent a 
target program in terms of a data dependency graph, 
while another will represent it as a syntax derivation 
tree (SDT). As the amount and type of information 
contained %?thin an internal representation increases, 
so does the complexity of the representation. 

From a practical perspective, internal representa- 
tions of the target program can significantly impact 
the amount of effort needed to extend transformation 
into specific problem domains (e.g., matching is de- 
h e d  with respect to the internal representation). De- 
pending on the complexity of an internal representa- 
tion, the translation process from a program in the 
domain language to an internal representation can be- 
come quite involved. At one extreme, this translation 
can become “compiler-like” - with associated correct- 
ness issues and concerns. 

Interestingly enough, such compilers can be real- 
ized through transformations themselves [SI, with cor- 
responding high-assurance benefits. Because of the 
possibility of transformational compilation, we believe 
that an internal SDT representation of programs is a 
very promising paradigm. 

In an SDT representation, the transformation 
system is given a context-free grammar of a wide- 
spectrum language that contains the domain language 
as a subset. One very attractive aspect of an SDT 
representation is that non-terminals in the grammar 
define typed schema-variables within the transforma- 
tional framework. Thus, it requires no effort (be- 
yond the definition of the grammar and tokens in the 
language) on the part of the user to tune an SDT- 
based transformation system to a particular problem 
domain. 

4 An Introduction to HATS 
At Sandia National Laboratories, the High In- 
tegrity Software (HIS) program is developing a High 
Assurance Transformation System (HATS) to explore 



the potential of transformation-based software devel- 
opment. Figure 1 gives an overview of HA’CS. 

HATS is an SDT-based transformation system 
that can be adapted to a problem domain in the fol- 
lowing manner: 

0 specify the tokens of the target langucge, 

0 provide a grammar of the target language, and 

0 specify how target program strings shciuld be for- 
matted (e.g., indentation, carriage ret=, etc.). 

The results of these activities are represented by shad- 
owed boxes in Figure 1. 

After HATS has been adapted to a problem do- 
main, it can be used as an automatic transformation 
system by supplying it with (1) a specific target pro- 
gram as input, and (2) a transformation program that 
describes how the target program should be trans- 
formed. 

As a first step in the execution of HATS, the 
transformation program is parsed. During this parse, 
HATS also checks that all transformations will only 
produce syntactically valid target programs. After 
this has been completed, the denotational semantics 
of the transformation language is used to execute the 
transformation program. 

A transformation program will contain the follow- 
ing sections: 

0 an input expression that names a specific target 
program (i.e., a pathname to a fie) 

0 a section where transform functions x e  defined 
(see Section 4.2 for a discussion of transform func- 
tions) 

0 a section where transformation sequerces are de- 
fined (Le., where transform functiom are com- 
Posed) 

0 a control section that defines how trar.sformation 
sequences are applied to the target program 

When the execution of the transforniation pro- 
gram encounters the “input target program” expres- 
sion, a recursivedescent parser is invoked to parse the 
target program. Because of the desire to (effortlessly) 
apply to a wide range of target languages, this parser 
is extended with backtracking capabilities to enable 
it to resolve local ambiguities that may mise in the 
parse table. As long as the target grammar is not 
truly ambiguous, target programs will be able to be 
parsed. However, it should be noted that in the worst 

case (e.g., if many parse table locations have multiple 
entries) the parsing process wiU be time consuming 3 .  

’ I  

Figure 1: HATS 

4.1 Schemas 
Given a target grammar, 0, (SDT) schemas are d e  
fined as follows: 

0 Select a nontenninal symbol, d, belonging to G. 
The symbol d will be the root of the SDT that 
HATS is constructing. In this context, we refer 
to d as the dominating symbol of the schema 

0 Construct a derivation of the form: d & a. Note 
that Q may contain nontenninal symbols. 

0 The expression d[:]a’[:] is a schema describing 
an SDT whose root is d and whose leaves are 
a. Here the string “[:I” serves as a begin-end 

3Exponentid with respect to the number of prodtictiow in 
the target grammar. 



marker. The dif€erence between a: s i d  a' is as 
follows: Let C denote an arbitrary nonterminal 
symbol in a. The distinction betweex a and a' 
is that any nonterminal such as, C in a will 
be represented by a schema-variable of the form 
< C > i t  where is a non-negative integer, in a'. 
Note that subscripts are used to distinguish in- 
stances of schema-variables. 

Through recognition of the begin-end markers and 
by making the assumption that the string <C>i will 
not be a legal token in the target language, HATS is 
able to parse d to ensure that the derivation d $ cr is 
possible4. This assures that schemas are syntactically 
correct. Furthermore, HATS also requires that tree 
substitutions made during the transformation process 
always replace (substitute) trees having the same dom- 
inating symbol. This results in transformations that, 
by definition, produce syntactically legal (though not 
necessarily semantically legal) programs. 

4.2 
As was mentioned in Section 2, transform:itions have 
traditionally had the form of rewrite rules such as: 

Matching and Control in HATS 

in which the notion of a match is implicit in the trans- 
formation, and the notion of control is external to the 
transformation. For example, to what SLIT'S within 
the target program does one attempt to apply 7? His- 
torically, this lack of explicit control was not an issue 
because rewrites were applied manually ("g., math- 
ematical expressions were simplified by hand). How- 
ever, in the context of automatic transformation, such 
rewrite rules lack expressive power. When limited 
to basic rewrite rules it becomes difficult to express, 
within a transformation program, a refined application 
strategy. 

We have addressed this problem in HATS by ex- 
plicitly parameterizing rewrites with respect to the 
SDT that they are applied to. This is a distinguishing 
feature of HATS that we believe is extremely powerful. 
We call these parameterized transformations trans- 
form finctiolzs to distinguish them from the standard 
unparamterized transformations. Along with the no- 
tion of explicit parameterization arises the need for an 
explicit match operator. In HATS, the explicit match 
operator is denoted by the symbol: I = 1. A basic 

"Note that siirce transformations me defined in the transfor- 
iuatiori program, the target parser is invoked during the parse 
of the transformatioil program. 

match is then a boolean-valued expression of the form 
el I= /  e2 where el and e2 are schemas, or variables 
that are or can be bound to schemas. We have also 
found it useful to introduce a special universal SDT 
that denotes the empty match. In this paper we de- 
note this SDT by 4, and refer to it as the null tree. 
This SDT is unique (and universal) because it cannot 
match with anything else (including itself). An inter- 
esting property of 4 is that because it cannot partici- 
pate in a successful match it can be used to terminate 
a recursive transformation. Abstractly, @ is the in- 
tersection between the control domain and the SDT 
value domain. 

Using the ideas and notation just described, the 
transformation given earlier would be expressed as the 
following transform function: 

T'kf (Xsdt. sdt I = /  schema1 + schemaz) 

Thus the pattern portion, the expression to the left 
of the +, of the transform function is a boolean ex- 
pression, whose successful evaluation produces an en- 
vironment (a generalized substitution list) which is 
then used to instantiate the replacement (i.e., the ex- 
pression to the right of the *). When viewed from 
this perspective it becomes natural to consider fur- 
ther extending the pattern expression to include more 
general boolean expressions containing more general 
matches. Another extension is to support a Dijkstra- 
like guarded command construct. 

One particularly powerful idea comes from real- 
izing that (1) transform functions produce SDT's 8s 
outputs, and (2) match operations bind variables to 
SDT's. After seeing this connection, it is natural 
to consider applying transform functions to variables 
that are bound in match operations and then match- 
ing the resulting SDT to a particular schema. In this 
manner, very r e h e d  control can be expressed within 
a pattern expression. From here on out we will refer to 
patterns that contain this type of control as control- 
patterns. 

With this capability, a transformation system 
achieves theorem prover-like characteristics. Trans 
formation sequences can be viewed as focused search 
strategies, and con t ro l -pa t tm  can be seen as proving 
lemmas and providing the transform function with the 
resulting information. 

4.2.1 Example: Lambda Expansions 

The example given here is a classic example that 
arises when restructuring functional expressions in the 
lambda Caiculus. Here the transformational objective 



is to expand the scope of lambda expreszions of the 
form: 

(A IC. eqression- body) 

In particular, if a function expression contains an 
argument that is a lambda expression, we want to ex- 
pand the scope of this lambda expression to contain 
the entire function expression. The followiig is a con- 
crete example of such a transformation: 

f( 5, 5 (A Y- dY)), 4 

(A Y. f(5, =, dY), 4 
==> 

We will refer to this transformation a lambda- 
expansion Note that in general, there are correctness 
issues concerning the uniqueness of the lambda bound 
variable with respect to the arguments in the func- 
tion expression that the lambda operator is expanded 
over. However, in this paper we do not go into these 
issues. Instead we focus our attention on what kind 
of matching capabilities are necessary to transfor- 
mationally express a general lambda-expansion in an 
SDT fiamewrk. 

In order to consider lambda-expansioils, we need 
a grammar describing our target language. Without 
loss of generality, we define a limited target grammar 
that only describes function expressions. 

e-list ::= e-list, e I e 

e ::= id ( e-list ) 
I (A id. e) 
[ id 

/* a function expression */ 
/* a lambda expression */ 

Given this grammar, one possibility foi expressing 
a lambda-expansion transformation is: 

7 := <id>l( *1 (A <id>2. <expr>l) *21 
==> 
( A  <id>2. <id>l( *1 <expr>l *2)1 

where *l and *2 are wildcard symbols. The intent 
is to have these wildcards match with argunents that 
precede and follow an argument matching ‘(A <id>2. 
<expr>l)”. However, there are problems with this a p  
proach. First, a fully general wildcard symbol can be 
very inefficient to implement. Second, it becomes dif- 
ficult to limit or restrict the matching capabilities of a 
wildcard in such a way that they don’t include expres- 
sions within expressions. For example, in a lambda- 
expansion we might not want a wildcard symbol to 
match just a portion of an argument to the outermost 
function expression (i.e., we want the match to be in 
increments of whole argument expressions). 

In general, in order to make wildcard symbols 
useful (and comprehensible) we need to restrict their 
scope (i.e., their matching capabilities). Two a p  
proaches come to mind: (1) one can create types, with 
respect to the target grammar, for wildcard symbols, 
or (2) one can develop a notation for restricting the 
scope of a wildcard symbol. Both of these approaches 
are viable when considering a fixed target grammar. 
However, in a language independent system these ap- 
proaches can be quite awkward. 

The control-pattern solution to defining a lambda- 
expansion consists of three transformations. The first 
transformation, 7 1 ,  traverses an argument list (of a 
function expression) and returns the smallest SDT 
having e-list as i ts  dominating symbol (i.e., its root) 
and containing an argument that is a lambda expres 
sion. If no argument in the list is a lambda expres 
sion, then (f, is returned. The traversal described is 
accomplished by a guarded command construct where 
control-patterns are guards, replacements are the ac- 
tions that correspond to guards, and guards are sepa- 
rated from one another by the vertical bar symbol: l. 
Note that this transformation is not correctness pre- 
serving when considered in isolation. 

The second transformation, 3, traverses the ar- 
gument list (i.e., the e-list) of the function expression 
and “erases” the lambda binding of the first lambda 
expression argument that it encounters. All that re- 
mains of the lambda expression after the lambda bind- 
ing has been erased is the ezpression- body that is con- 
tained within the lambda expression. If no argument 
is a lambda expression, then q5 is returned. 

The third transformation, lambda- expansion, 
does the following: 

Require the match: 
t I = [  e [ : ]  <id>l  ( <e-list>l ) [:I . This match 
ensures that the input tree t is a function expres- 
sion. If this match fails the transformation does 
not apply. 

0 Require the match: 
e-list[:] (A <id>2. <e>2) [:] I=I ?;(<e-list>l). 
Note that if this match fails, then the argument 
list does not contain a lambda expression. 

0 Require the match. <e_list>3 !=I z(<e-list>l) .  
If the previously stated match with 71 (<e-list>l) 
succeeds, then this match will be with an argu- 
ment list that has the first lambda-binding re- 
moved. 

0 Construct the replacement so that the lambda 
binding precedes the function expression. 



?i := A t .  

Base Case Ia: The (remaining) argument is a lambda ex- 
pression 

t I= \  e-list[:) (X<id>l.<e>l)[:) ==> e-list :) <e>l[:] 

Base Case Ib: The (remaining) argument is not a lambda 
expression 

I t I = f  e-list[:] <e>l  [:] ==> q5 

Base Case 11: A lambda expression has been l‘ound 

I t I=I e-list[:] <e-Iist>l, (A <id>,. .:e>l) [:I 
-- --> 
e-list[:] (A <id>l. <e>l )  [:] 

General Case: Traverse <e-list>l 

I (t I= !  e-list[:] <e-list>l, <e>l [:I)  A 
<e>2 ! = I  z (<e- I i s t> l )  

<e>2; 
==> 

12 := x t. 
Base Case Ia: The (remaining) argument is a. lambda ex- 
pression 

t I=! e-list[:] (A <id>l. <e>l)[:] ==> e-lijt[:] <e>l[:] 

Base Case Ib: The (remaining) argument is not a lambda 
expression 

I ( t  I=! e-Iist[:] <e>l  [:I) ==> 4 
Base Case 11: A lambda expression has been Found 

I t [=I e-list[:] <e-list>l, (A <id>l. .:e>l) [:] 
==> 
e-list[:]<e-list>l, <e>l  [:] 

General Case: Traverse <e-list>l 

I (t I=! e-Iist[:] <e-list>l, <e>l [:I)  A 
<e_list>2 \=I z(<e- l i s t> l )  

e-list[:] <e_list>a, <e>l [:I; 
==> 

lambda- expansion : = A t . 
(t I = I  e[:] <id>l ( <e-list>l ) I:]) 
A 
(e-list[:] (A <id>2. <e>2) [:I I = [  ?i( <e-list>l)) 
h 
(<e-Iist>g I = I ‘&(<e- iist > 1)) 

e[:] (A <id>2. <id>~(<e-list>s) )[:I 
==> 

5 Conclusion 
Because of the potential for correctly manipulat- 
ing programs via small changes, an automated non- 
procedural transformation system can be a valuable 
tool for constructing high assurance software. Effec- 
tive automating of the transformation process requires 
an expressive control structure. In HATS, this is re- 
alized largely through control-patterns. Fkom a prac- 
tical perspective, the transformation process should 
begin in the domain language in which a problem is 
initially expressed. Thus in order for a transformation 
system to be practical it must be flexible with respect 
to domain languages. HATS has been designed to fa- 
cilitate transformation in this framework. 
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